A new generation of civic leaders

Our Vision
An education system in Haiti that affords all the country’s citizens their human right to a high-quality education. APA works with Haitian communities to create a network of civic leaders and build an equitable education system based on shared history, values, and vision.

Our History
Founded in 2014, APA is a Haitian movement of civic leaders to spread education equity and social justice. We recruit an annual fellowship cohort of teacher-leaders, and they receive over 400 hours of professional development, leadership training, and coaching. Our students not only thrive academically but are also equipped to be successful citizens.

APA deepens the community impact of our alumni ambassadors, as well as their leadership across Haitian society as advocates of education and civic reform. In 2019, we added parent leader cohort and school leader cohort programming to expand our network of civic leaders.

Our Goal
By 2025, we will equip 50,000 civic leaders in Haiti. For APA, the classroom is the unit of execution and the community is the unit of change. Our work is rooted in an appreciation for the power of local culture, customs, and community, as well as redefining leadership as rooted in collective action.

www.anseyepouayiti.org
Our Approach & Innovation

- Scaling deep to dismantle root causes of injustice.
- Community at the center, including radical inclusion of those with lived experience of inequity.
- Teaching transformed to equip students as civic leaders.

Despite the challenges and pandemic of 2020, Anseye Pou Ayiti pushes forward! Our reach has expanded, yet APA remains deeply committed to the grassroots origin of our movement to make education equity the next cultural revolution in Haiti.

Anseye Pou Ayiti will contribute to changing the way the world sees Haiti – from rescue myths to radical hope, from outside in to inside out, from brain drain to education equity as a lever of social change. There is more to come and the time is now. Thank you all for standing in solidarity with us!